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We are eight days away from Supercard Of Honor but you might
not know that based on the card that has been put together so
far. There are currently three matches set for the show and
while there is still time to have those added, it would be
nice to see them actually announced. The main event this week
will see Kyle Fletcher defending the TV Title against Black
Christian so let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

We run down the card.

Athena vs. Nikita

Non-title Proving Ground match, meaning if Nikita survives the
ten minute time limit or wins, she gets a future title shot.
Nikita starts fast with a Sling Blade and an X Factor gets an
early one. A figure four necklock over the rope has Athena in
more trouble but she pulls Nikita to the floor and hits a big
forearm. That’s enough for Athena to get her vest off and send
her  into  the  barricade  before  coming  inside.  Quite  the
spinning faceplant puts Nikita down as we get a MAPLE SYRUP
chant. Something like an abdominal stretch choke makes Nikita
tap at 2:57. Nikita started fast but then it was the usual.

Post match the beatdown stays on but Hikaru Shida runs in for
the save.

Lee Johnson wants the TV Title shot at Supercard Of Honor.
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Cole Karter/Griff Garrison vs. Kaz Jordan/Victor Castella

Maria is here with Karter and Garrison, the latter of whom
shoulders Jordan down to start. It’s off to Karter for a
spinebuster before the villains just wreck both of them. With
Jordan  knocked  to  the  floor,  a  running  boot/flapjack
combination finishes Castella at 2:02. I’m sure this will be
the start of Karter and Garrison’s rise to the top.

Dalton Castle vs. Nick Comoroto

Castle has the substitute Boys (their rhythm is off) and looks
more than a bit off. Comoroto powers him into the corner to
start and Castle shouts for him to GET OFF ME. That’s exactly
what Comoroto does so Castle double legs him down without much
effort. An attempt at a toss to the floor lets Comoroto skin
the cat back in for a heck of a clothesline. Castle isn’t
having that and German suplexes him into the Bang A Rang for
the pin at 2:44. They’re not wasting time this week.

Post match Taya Valkyrie comes out to say that yeah she and
Johnny TV lost the Boys, but it’s not a big deal because they
were BAD BOYS. Castle deserves what he is getting, including
this, which includes a sneak attack from TV. Standing tall
ensues.

Mark Briscoe talks about the Briscoes’ history in Philadelphia
but then it was all taken away when Jay Briscoe dies. Mark
tried to come back in the Continental Classic but came up
short. That’s what Eddie Kingston did against Kazuchika Okada
so it’s time for Mark to show that he is the real deal. It’s
eleven years to the day that Jay won his first World Title so
it’s time to man up. The fact that neither of the participants
in the World Title match are actually here in person is as
telling as you can get.

Colt Cabana/Brandon Cutler vs. Rex Lawless/Bryce Donovan

Lawless is jacked and should get a chance somewhere based on



his look alone. Cutler chops at the rather large Lawless and
hurts his own hand in the process. Lawless takes Cabana down
with a test of strength but it’s off to Donovan instead.
Cutler and Cabana do a dance into an elbow/splash sequence but
Lawless is right back up.

Cutler is planted to set up a jumping elbow from Donovan, only
to have Cutler dive over Donovan and bring Cabana back in. The
double Bionic Elbow puts Lawless and Donovan down but Cutler
tags himself in for an airplane spin. Lawless is sent outside
and it’s a pumphandle slam/clothesline combination to finish
Donovan at 5:08.

Rating: C. Of all the matches that get a bit of extended time
so far on this show, it’s a comedy team who haven’t done
anything in months. Cutler and Cabana are just there because
they’re still employed by AEW and need something to do, which
was  fairly  obvious  in  this  case.  Lawless  was  pretty  well
protected here and felt like a monster while Donovan was the
guy who happened to be introduced with him.

Top Flight/Action Andretti vs. KPK

Andretti takes Abu down to start and gets two off a quick
rollup. Darius comes in with an armdrag into an armbar before
it’s off to Dante with a springboard stomp to the arm. Ahmed
gets in a cheap shot from the apron to cut Andretti off though
and the villains take over for the first time. It’s Abu coming
back in with a slingshot hilo for two but Andretti slips out
and dives over for the tag. Darius cleans house with a tornado
DDT as everything breaks down. Darius and Andretti hit stereo
dives, setting up Andretti’s split legged moonsault to pin Abu
at 5:48.

Rating:  C+.  Well,  that  was  certainly  an  established  team
against three guys who had very little to make them stand out.
It’s the kind of match that should be on AEW’s version of Main
Event but instead here it is instead on one of the last shows



before a pay per view, which Andretti and Top Flight will be
featured on I’m sure. And somehow, this was the best match of
the show so far.

We look at how Queen Aminata and Billie Starkz made the finals
of the Women’s TV Title tournament.

Diamante vs. Kiera Hogan

Diamante grabs a headlock to start and runs her over for a
bonus. Back up and Hogan does the same to even things up a
bit. They fight over wrist control for a change until Hogan
gets  her  down  with  a  hammerlock.  That’s  reversed  into  an
armbar from Diamante but Hogan breaks out, with commentary
saying  it’s  time  to  crank  it  up.  Cranking  ensues  with…a
wristlock, followed by a pop up legdrop for two on Diamante.

Hogan  spends  too  long  teasing  the  running  hip  attack  so
Diamante  cuts  it  off  and  hits  a  running  corner  dropkick
instead. Something like a seated abdominal stretch has Hogan
in more trouble until she breaks out again. A missile dropkick
puts Diamante down again and Hogan hits a sliding boot to the
face for two. Diamante goes to the knee to no avail so Hogan
scores with a superkick, followed by Face The Music for the
pin at 8:34.

Rating: C+. They were teasing something interesting last week
with the two of them being in a relationship but fighting
anyway and then that was completely dropped here. It got some
time and they were suggesting that the winner would be getting
a Women’s TV Title shot, but it still feels like two women who
were eliminated from the tournament having a match to fill
time. That last part is the case with a bunch of things around
here though so I shouldn’t be overly surprised.

Evil Uno vs. JD Drake

Yep. They spend the first minute plus in a pose off, with the
Canadian Uno being rather popular. That includes a SEXY UNO



chant so Drake grabs a wristlock and swivels his hips a bit.
They trade running shoulders until Uno snaps off a running
hurricanrana to the floor. Uno follows and they trade chops
until Uno hits him in the face for a rather wise counter. A
less than wise move sees Uno accidentally chopping the post,
allowing Drake to get in a hard shot to the f..uh, mask.

Back in and Drake knees him down, setting up a Shining Wizard
for two. Uno Hulks Up so Drake quickly forearms him to the
floor. This time it’s Drake chopping the post by mistake to
even things up a bit, leaving Uno to hit a dive. Back in and
Uno hammers away in the corner until a DDT gets two. Uno
swivels his hips a lot and takes off his vest, only to have
Drake run him over. Drake misses a Vader Bomb and gets kicked
in the face but still manages to avoid Uno’s Swanton. There’s
a Cannonball to Uno, who is fine enough to avoid a moonsault
and roll Drake up for the pin at 10:16.

Rating: C. This show is about 80 minutes long and ten minutes
of it were used for a partial comedy match between two members
of low level tag teams. We have a week to go before the pay
per view and this was the best they could offer? For the life
of me I do not get the thinking around here, as there was
nothing the popular Uno could have done in the way of a two
minute squash?

Supercard Of Honor rundown, with a six woman Stardom tag being
added. This would be your annual “here are some people from
Japan to fill in the card” match.

Hikaru Shida is ready for Athena.

TV Title: Blake Christian vs. Kyle Fletcher

Christian, with his one singles win (in a four way back on
January 6) around here this year, is challenging. This puts
him slightly behind Fletcher, whose last win in Ring Of Honor
was on January 10. Fletcher easily takes him down to start and
does it again with a shoulder. Back up and Christian knocks



him into the corner and gets in a bit of taunting, followed by
a rollup for two. Christian sends him outside and flips into a
Nightmare on Helm Street to plant Fletcher again.

Back in and Fletcher hits him in the face to take over,
meaning it’s time to walk around and taunt the crowd a bit.
Christian’s chops in the corner are cut off with a running
elbow but he’s fine enough to hit a spear on the apron. A top
rope elbow gives Christian two but Fletcher sends him hard
into the corner. Fletcher’s brainbuster gets two and a bit of
frustration is setting in. Christian drapes him over the top
and hits a top rope splash to the back for two. That’s enough
for Fletcher, who grabs the piledriver to retain at 8:00.

Rating:  C+.  This  right  here  is  pretty  much  the  perfect
illustration of what I can’t stand about Tony Khan’s booking
style. There was zero reason for this match to take place as
there has been no interaction between the two of them and
neither has won a match in Ring Of Honor in months. But none
of  that  matters  because  one  of  the  most  worthless  titles
around is thrown onto it and that instantly is supposed to
make it interesting.

They had a decent match, but it was built up as this important
main event and it felt like any kind of story or interest was
ignored for the sake of “title match”. That is the case FAR
too often in AEW and/or ROH and it drives me nuts every time
it happens. At least Lee Johnson, whose title match (assuming
it happens), will be probably announced with less than a week
before the pay per view, has won something to earn the shot.

Overall Rating: D+. Ever since it was announced, Supercard Of
Honor has felt more like a chore than a show that Ring Of
Honor wants to present. Between a total of four matches (one
of which has nothing to do with Ring Of Honor) announced so
far, absolutely nothing in regards to the Tag Team or Pure
(yes I know the champ is hurt but maybe do something about the
title if he can’t wrestle for two and a half months) Titles,



the World Champion and #1 contender not even being able to
make an in-arena appearance despite being at the tapings when
these things are filmed and the big match announced so far
being a tournament final for the Women’s midcard title, this
show feels so unimportant.

Then, with two shows to go before Supercard, we get this
mostly useless show which did next to nothing to build towards
the pay per view. The longest match on the show was Evil Uno
vs. JD Drake for the sake of popping the crowd a bit, which
might not happen if they had done ANYTHING interesting here.

The wrestling was fine enough, but it was reaching a new level
of “none of this matters” before asking for our money and even
more time next week. I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again
here: if this is all of the effort that Tony Khan is going to
put into Ring Of Honor, just drop the stupid thing already
because it’s clear that he does not care about this place
whatsoever.

Results
Athena b. Nikita – Abdominal stretch choke
Cole Karter/Griff Garrison b. Kaz Jordan/Victor Castella –
Running boot/Flapjack combination to Jordan
Dalton Castle b. Nick Comoroto – Bang A Rang
Colt  Cabana/Brandon  Cutler  b.  Rex  Lawless/Bryce  Donovan  –
Pumphandle slam/clothesline combination to Donovan
Action Andretti/Top Flight b. KPK – Split legged moonsault to
Abu
Kiera Hogan b. Diamante – Face The Music
Evil Uno b. JD Drake – Rollup
Kyle Fletcher b. Blake Christian – Piledriver

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books



at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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